This paper presents a unification and a generalization of the small-gain theory subsuming a wide range of existing small-gain theorems. In particular, we introduce small-gain conditions that are necessary and sufficient to ensure input-to-state stability (ISS) with respect to closed sets. Toward this end, we first develop a Lyapunov characterization of ωISS via finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions. Then, we provide the small-gain conditions to guarantee ωISS of a network of systems. Finally, applications of our results to partial ISS, ISS of time-varying systems, synchronization problems, incremental stability, and distributed observers are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE have been many contributions to the stability analysis of large-scale systems over the last few decades. However, it is still challenging to analyze the stability of interconnected systems with nonlinearities, and it is desirable to develop stability conditions that can be applied to a wide range of large-scale nonlinear systems. Among various tools toward this end, Lyapunov-based small-gain theory has received considerable attention over the last few decades, e.g., [1] - [7] to name just a few. These small-gain conditions essentially rely on the notion of input-to-state stability (ISS) [8] and/or related notions such as input-to-output stability [9] and input-output-to-state stability [10] . The main idea is to consider a large-scale system split into smaller subsystems and analyze each subsystem individually. In that way, it is assumed that the other subsystems act as perturbations. Then, if the influence of the subsystems on each other is small enough, stability of the original system can be concluded. In practice, such a treatment is often conservative as each subsystem has to be individually ISS. This raises the question: What if we let subsystems have a stabilizing effect on each other rather than simply considering them as a perturbation to each other? In that way, one expects to see subsystems that are unstable when decoupled from the other subsystems. This paper endeavors to provide a contribution toward the development of small-gain conditions that ensure stability of discrete-time interconnected systems whose subsystems do not individually have to meet the same stability property, as considered in [11] - [14] . We provide small-gain conditions, referred to as nonconservative small-gain conditions, which are necessary and sufficient to ensure ISS with respect to closed (not necessarily compact) sets. The nonconservative small-gain conditions rely on the existence of a Lyapunov-like function called a finite-step Lyapunov function, which was originally introduced by Aeyels and Peuteman [15] and termed as this in [16] . Such a function is not required to satisfy a dissipation inequality at each time step. Instead, it only needs to satisfy a dissipation-like inequality after some finite (but constant) time. Gielen and Lazar [11] studied global exponential stability (GES) for a feedback interconnection of discrete-time systems and developed small-gain conditions, which are necessary and sufficient to assure GES for the interconnected system. The small-gain conditions in [11] were extended to the case of global asymptotic stability (GAS) by Geiselhart et al. [12] . More recently, Geiselhart and Wirth [13] developed nonconservative small-gain conditions, but the necessity of the conditions is only guaranteed for networks that are exponentially ISS (i.e., solutions of the unperturbed system are decaying exponentially). As a special case of our current results, we present nonconservative small-gain conditions for ISS (not necessarily exponential ISS) of networks.
The small-gain conditions developed in this paper unify and generalize a wide range of existing small-gain theorems. Toward the unification and the generalization, we first provide Lyapunov characterizations of the so-called ωISS property (i.e., ISS with respect to closed sets). The introduction of Lyapunov characterizations of ωISS is nontrivial, in general. Most of the works in the literature have focused on ISS with respect to compact sets, e.g., [2] , [17] . Recently, progress toward Lyapunov characterizations of ωISS has been reported in [18] - [20] . In particular, it is shown in [19] that the existence of a dissipative-form ωISS Lyapunov function implies ωISS. To show the converse, the authors, however, impose a compactness condition, i.e., the converse ISS Lyapunov function is only obtained with respect to compact sets. The authors also establish that the implication form is equiva-lent to the dissipative form under this compactness condition. Motivated by Grüne and Kellett [21] , it is shown in [20] that a strong variant of the implication-from ISS Lyapunov function implies ωISS. However, as in [19] , the compactness condition is imposed to obtain the converse. Unlike [19] and [20] , we establish Lyapunov function characterizations of ISS with respect to closed (not necessarily compact) sets. In particular, our first result shows an equivalence between seemingly different Lyapunov characterizations of ISS. More precisely, we introduce a so-called max-form ωISS Lyapunov function that is shown to be equivalent to the two other forms of Lyapunov functions: the implication-form and the dissipative-form ωISS Lyapunov functions. The max-form ωISS Lyapunov function is particularly relevant for large-scale systems, which are our motivation for the introduction of this form of Lyapunov functions. We also show that ISS with respect to a closed set is equivalent to the existence of an ISS Lyapunov function. It should be noted that our results on the notion of ωISS are novel not only for finite-step Lyapunov functions, but also for classic Lyapunov functions. Then, we use the results to develop nonconservative small-gain conditions. In summary, the contribution in this paper is as follows: three different Lyapunov characterizations of ωISS are given (see Theorem 7) ; necessary and sufficient conditions for ωISS of a large-scale system based on estimates of subsystems solutions are provided (see Theorems 10 and 11); these results cover the existing small-gain conditions, including those in [2] , [3] , [5] , and [11] - [14] , as a special case. These would not have been done without establishing the equivalence between the max-form ωISS Lyapunov function and the two other forms of Lyapunov functions. Further discussion about the challenges overcome in this paper is given later (see the paragraph immediately after Theorem 11). Finally, we illustrate the flexibility of our approach by reformulating several engineering and scientific problems including partial ISS, ISS for time-varying systems, incremental stability, and distributed observers as ωISS of networks. This paper is organized as follows: First, relevant notation is recalled in Section II. Then, Lyapunov characterizations of ωISS for discrete-time systems via finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions are introduced in Section III. Small-gain conditions for ωISS of large-scale discrete-time systems are provided in Section IV. Applications of our results are given in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. NOTATION
In this paper, R ≥0 (R > 0 ) and Z ≥0 (N) denote the nonnegative (positive) real numbers and the nonnegative (positive) integers,
be the standard basis of R n . For any x ∈ R n , x denotes its transpose. We write (x, y) to represent [x , y ] for x ∈ R n , y ∈ R p .
A norm μ on R n is called monotonic if 0 ≤ x ≤ y implies μ(x) ≤ μ(y). In particular, |x| and |x| ∞ , respectively, denote the Euclidean norm and the maximum norm for x ∈ R n . Given a nonempty set A ⊂ R n and any point x ∈ R n , we denote |x| A := inf y ∈A |x − y|. Let a nonempty compact set A ⊂ R n be given.
Given a function ϕ : Z ≥0 → R m , its sup-norm (possibly infinite) is denoted by ϕ = sup{|ϕ(k)| : k ∈ Z ≥0 } ≤ ∞. The set of all functions Z ≥0 → R m with finite sup-norm is denoted by ∞ .
A function ρ : R ≥0 → R ≥0 is positive definite if it is continuous, zero at zero, and positive otherwise.
, if for each s ≥ 0, β(·, s) ∈ K, and for each r ≥ 0, β(r, ·) is nonincreasing with β(r, s) → 0 as s → ∞. The interested reader is referred to [22] for more details about comparison functions.
The identity function is denoted by id. Composition of functions is denoted by the symbol • and repeated composition of, e.g., a function γ by γ i . For positive-definite functions α, γ, we write α < γ if α(s) < γ(s) for all s > 0.
III. ωISS LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
This section provides a characterization of ωISS for discretetime systems via finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions. Consider the discrete-time system Σ :
x
with state x(k) ∈ R n and inputs or controls u : Z ≥0 → R m , u ∈ ∞ . We assume that g : R n × R m → R n is continuous. For any initial value ξ ∈ R n and any input u ∈ ∞ , x(·, ξ, u) denotes the corresponding solution to (1). Definition 1: A continuous and positive semidefinite function ω : R n → R ≥0 is called a measurement function.
Definition 2: Given a measurement function ω, we call the function g in (1) globally K-bounded with respect to ω if there exist κ 1 , κ 2 ∈ K ∞ such that
for all ξ ∈ R n and all μ ∈ R m . Note that this definition extends the global K-boundedness definition from [13] by including a measurement function. The importance of the global K ∞ -boundedness will become obvious in the subsequent results. Further discussion is provided in the last paragraph of this section.
We borrow the notion of ISS with respect to a measurement function ω from [19] and [20] .
Definition 3: The discrete-time system (1) is input-to-state stable with respect to a measurement function ω (ωISS) if there exist β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K such that for all ξ ∈ R n , all u ∈ ∞ , and all k ∈ Z ≥0 , we have
Remark 4:
If ω is given by a norm, i.e., ω(·) = |·|, then we recover the notion of ISS [2] , [23] . In that case, continuity of g in (1) implies global K-boundedness, as shown in [24] . Also, ωISS subsumes the notion of state-independent inputto-output stability [9] , [10] by taking ω(·) = |h(·)|, where h : R n → R m is the continuous output mapping of system (1) . Moreover, set-stability versions are also covered by allowing the measurement function ω to be defined as the distance to a (closed) set. Similarly, (robust) stability of a prescribed motion can be considered by suitable choice of ω (see [25] and [26] for instance). As shown in [18] , it also includes a weak form of incremental ISS [27] , where the input-dependent bound is the essential supremum of inputs of the systems rather than the difference between the two inputs. Now, we introduce several characterizations of ωISS Lyapunov functions.
Definition 5: Let ω be a measurement function and M ∈ N. Let V : R n → R ≥0 be continuous and let there exist α, α ∈ K ∞ so that for all ξ ∈ R n ,
The function V is called 1) a max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for (1) if there exist α max ∈ K ∞ with α max < id and γ max ∈ K such that for all ξ ∈ R n and all u ∈ ∞ ,
2) an implication-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for (1) if there exists a positive-definite function α imp and a function γ imp ∈ K such that for all ξ ∈ R n and all u ∈ ∞ ,
3) a dissipative-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for (1) if there exist α diss ∈ K ∞ with α diss < id and γ diss ∈ K such that for all ξ ∈ R n and all u ∈ ∞ ,
For the case M = 1, we drop the term "finite-step" and instead speak of a "classic" ωISS Lyapunov function of the respective type.
Whenever we say "ωISS Lyapunov function" without further qualification, we refer to any of the three types defined above, or the type is determined by the context where this reference appears. This inaccuracy is motivated by the fact that all these three forms are equivalent, provided that a global Kboundedness property holds, as Theorem 7 shows. Note that, because of the K-boundedness property, we do not have to assume that ω is a proper indicator function, as done in [2] , [19] , and [20] .
Remark 6: 1) We point out that an equivalent form of (6) , which is given in [2] and [19] , is the following:
Here, we place emphasis on (6) as it simplifies exposition of proofs. 2) Via a rescaling of the Lyapunov function V , i.e., W := ρ(V ) for some suitable K ∞ function ρ, there is no loss of generality in assuming that the functions α imp and γ imp in (6) are of class K ∞ ; see [10, Remark 3.3] and [2, Remark 3.3] for details. Theorem 7: Let g : R n × R m → R n be continuous. Then, the following properties are equivalent.
1) System (1) admits a max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function.
2) System (1) admits an implication-form finite-step ωISS
Lyapunov function and g is globally K-bounded.
In particular, the constant M ∈ N, which by Definition 5 appears in the ωISS Lyapunov functions, can be chosen arbitrarily in items (i), (ii), and (iii).
Proof: We prove the equivalences by proving the implica-
a) The implication (i) ⇒ (iii): Let V be a max-form finitestep ωISS Lyapunov function satisfying (4) and (5) . To prove the implication, we will apply the construction from the proof of [28, Lemma 2.8] to rescale V by a suitable function ρ ∈ K ∞ in order to get a dissipative-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function W :
Finally, by (8) and (9), we have
Thus, W satisfies (7) with α diss :
Let V be a dissipative-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function satisfying (7) , which is equivalent to
with positive definite ρ satisfying (id −ρ) ∈ K ∞ ; see [13, Remark 3.7] . The proof follows [13, Th. 4.1], mutatis mutandis, replacing norms by the measurement function ω.
c) The implication (iv) ⇒ (ii): It is obvious that any ωISS Lyapunov function is a finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function
Th. 6], where it is shown that ωISS implies the existence of an implication-form ωISS Lyapunov function. Moreover, it follows from the fact that system (1) is ωISS that g is globally K-bounded.
d) The implication (ii) ⇒ (i): Let V be an implicationform finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function satisfying the implication (6) for some M ∈ N and functions γ imp and α imp . We will show that V is a max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function. To do this, we have to find suitable functions α max and γ max satisfying (5) . First, by applying (4), we get
for all ξ ∈ R n , u(·) ∈ ∞ . Making use of Lemma 21 in the Appendix, which requires the global K-boundedness property, we see that there exist K-functions ϑ M and ζ M satisfying
On the other hand, for all
Note that we can without loss of generality assume that α max ∈ K ∞ by considering α imp suitably small. Then, V is max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function satisfying (5) . Remark 8: It is obvious that every classic ωISS Lyapunov function is a finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function with M = 1. On the other hand, a finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for system (1) is a classic ωISS Lyapunov function for a system that is constructed as follows. The evaluation of the solutions of (1) at the times jM , j ∈ Z ≥0 can be described by a dynamic equation. In that way, we obtain
where
With the same arguments as those in [13, Remark 4.2], we can show that a function V : R n → R ≥0 is a finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for system (1) if and only if it is a classic ωISS Lyapunov function for system (11) . We note that our result uses the global K-boundedness, where similar related results, e.g., [2] , [19] , [20] , instead require that ω is a proper indicator function. This, in turn, implies that the existing works only provide Lyapunov characterizations of ISS with respect to compact sets. We do not have to assume that ω is a proper indicator anywhere in this work. Moreover, Theorem 7 implies the equivalence between max-form and dissipative-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions, whereas implication-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions require an additional condition. While the proper indicator property in [19] and [20] is only a sufficient condition to prove ωISS, we can directly conclude from Theorem 7 that the global K-boundedness is sufficient and necessary. This comes from the fact that every ISS system necessarily satisfies the global K-boundedness condition. In particular, assume that (1) is ωISS; then, we have from (3) that
While Theorem 7 presents Lyapunov characterizations of ISS with respect to a single measurement function, an extension of these results to the case of ISS with respect to two measurement functions (see [19, Definition 1] ) can be easily given if the measurement functions satisfy a so-called commensurability condition [19, Assumption 2]. Fig. 1 summarizes our contributions in this section over the existing literature.
IV. ωISS NETWORKS OF SYSTEMS
This section establishes ωISS for a network of discrete-time systems. In particular, it extends finite-step small-gain conditions in [13] and [14] to the case of ωISS. To this end, assume that system (1) can be decomposed into interconnected subsystems
where each g i : R n 1 × · · · × R n × R m → R n i is continuous and x i (k) ∈ R n i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , }, and inputs u ∈ ∞ (Z ≥0 , R m ). Given n = n 1 + . . . + n , x := (x 1 , . . . , x ) and g := (g 1 , . . . , g ), we call (1) the composite system of the subsystems (12) . We make the following stability assumptions on the network of systems Σ i , i = 1, . . . , .
Assumption 9: Let measurement functions ω i : R n i → R ≥0 , i = 1, 2, . . . , and M ∈ N be given. Suppose that for each subsystem Σ i , there exists a continuous function W i :
2) There exist γ ij ∈ K ∞ ∪ {0}, j = 1, . . . , , and γ iu ∈ K ∪ {0} such that for all ξ ∈ R n and all u ∈ ∞ the estimate
holds, where x i (·, ξ, u) denotes the ith component of the solution x(·, ξ, u) of Σ, that corresponds to the subsystem Σ i . Fig. 1 . Relations between different system properties as shown in this paper and known from the literature. From [19] , the existence of an implication-form ωISS Lyapunov function without any additional assumptions does not necessarily imply ωISS. Dashed arrows indicate implications from [19] that require the measurement function ω to be a proper indicator. This, however, is only a sufficient and not a necessary condition. On the other hand, Theorem 7 shows that the global K-boundedness is sufficient and necessary to conclude ωISS. Fig. 2 . With the information about initial states of direct neighbors (diamonds) and the local node itself (circle) at k = 0, the state of the local node at k = 1 can be computed; cf., (12) . To compute its state at k = 2, the states of neighbors (diamonds) at k = 1 are required, which, in turn, require the knowledge of states of their neighbors (squares) at k = 0. Hence, for M = 2, a finite-step stability estimate of any of the forms (5), (6) , or (7) requires knowledge of the initial conditions (states at k = 0) not only at the local node (circle), but also at direct neighbors (diamonds) and neighbors of these neighbors (squares), along with the states at the direct neighbors (squares) at k = 1. In addition, exogenous input values at k = 0 and k = 1 are required at the local node (circle) and at k = 0 at its direct neighbors (squares). Note that for these computations, only the edges directed toward the local node need to be considered.
We emphasize that (13) , (14) is not of the form (4), (5), i.e., it is not a max-form finite-step ω i ISS Lyapunov function characterization for the ith subsystem. The reason is that, in principle, it is an estimate for trajectories of the composite system (1) or rather the ith component of this trajectory. Indeed, the left-hand side of estimate (14) does take into account the dynamics of neighboring subsystems. However, depending on the sparsity of the interconnection graph, this may require only local information and not the forward solution of the entire composite system; cf., the explanation in Fig. 2 .
Theorem 10: Consider the systems (12) and let Assumption 9 hold. Assume the functions γ ij given in (14) satisfy
for all sequences (i 1 , . . . , i r ) ∈ {1, . . . , } r and r = 1, . . . , .
Let μ : R n → R ≥0 be any monotonic norm. Then, with ω(x) := μ ω 1 (x 1 ), . . . , ω (x )
the composite system Σ is ωISS. We also note that there are various equivalent formulations of the so-called small-gain condition (15) (cf., [4] , [29] , and [30] ), and it is the same condition imposed in the classic small-gain theory for interconnections of stable systems.
In contrast to the classic small-gain theory (cf., e.g., [4] , [29] ), the above small-gain theorem does not require each individual subsystem to be stable when considered in isolation. In fact, some subsystems may well be open-loop unstable, as long as in the local interconnection with other subsystems, they satisfy estimates (13) and (14) . In other words, this result allows for neighboring subsystems to exercise a "stabilizing effect" on a given local system. See [12] - [14] for more discussions and examples.
The proof of Theorem 10 follows the lines of the classic small-gain result in [4] . The main difference is the use of the finite-step estimate (14) instead of ISS Lyapunov functions.
Proof of Theorem 10: We prove this result by explicitly constructing a max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function. As the proof follows the construction in [4] , we only give a sketch of it.
As shown in [30, Th. 5.5] , the small-gain condition (15) implies the existence of K ∞ -functions σ i , i = 1, . . . , , satisfying
for each i = 1, . . . , . With (16), we have α :
for all ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ ) ∈ R n . It follows with (13) and the definition of ω, its monotonicity, and the equivalence of norms on R n that there exist α, α ∈ K ∞ such that for all ξ ∈ R n , we have
Moreover, we get
≤ max
This shows that V is a max-form finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for system (1) , which is thus ωISS by Theorem 7.
The strength of the previous theorem becomes all the more apparent, when we note that in fact any ωISS system can essentially be decomposed into subsystems satisfying stability estimates like (13) and (14) . The precise formulation is as follows.
Theorem 11: Consider a system of the form (1) . Suppose that (1) is ωISS with a max-form ωISS Lyapunov function V satisfying (4) for α, α ∈ K ∞ and (5) for M = 1, α max ∈ K ∞ , α max < id, and γ max ∈ K. In addition, assume that there exists some integerM ≥ 1, such that for all s ∈ R > 0 , it holds that
where c ≥ 1 is some constant. Assume that ω can be decomposed as ω(x) = μ(ω 1 (x 1 ), . . . , ω (x )), where x = (x 1 , . . . , x ), x i ∈ R n i , ω i are measurement functions on R n i and μ is a monotonic norm on R n . If
then there exist continuous functions W i : R n i → R ≥0 , γ ij ∈ K ∞ ∪ {0}, and γ iu ∈ K ∪ {0}, i, j = 1, . . . , satisfying (13)-(15) with the same integerM as in (18) . We shall see in the proof that, in fact, it is sufficient to assume that the decomposition of ω satisfies the lower bound ω(x) ≥ μ ω 1 (x 1 ), . . . , ω (x ) .
Proof: By Theorem 7, note that the existence of ωISS Lyapunov function V is equivalent to ωISS. For simplicity of notation, let α := α max and γ := γ max .
It follows from (5) and the fact that α < id that
Denote μ i := μ(e i ), the norm of the ith standard basis vector. Define W i : R n i → R ≥0 by W i (ξ i ) := μ i ω i (ξ i ) for all i = 1, . . . , . Obviously, this choice of W i (·) satisfies (13) with α i = α i = id. LetM ∈ N be given by (18) . Then
with α from (4). From this inequality and (20) , it follows that
with α from (4). By (19) , we have
Denote χ := α −1 • αM • α • (c id) and observe that it follows from our initial assumption in (18) that χ(s) < s for all s > 0.
With this and the definition of W i , our last estimate becomes
(21) Now, define γ ij := χ for all i, j = 1, . . . , andγ := α −1 • γ. With these, we obtain from (21) that
and so (14) holds. The fact that γ ij < id for all i, j = 1, . . . , ensures that condition (15) holds as well.
Theorem 10 provides sufficient conditions for ωISS of the overall system from estimates of solutions of the subsystems of the interconnected system. It is reasonable to ask how conservative these conditions are. Theorem 11 shows the necessity of these conditions if the gain functions associated with the Lyapunov function V satisfy inequality (18) (see Example 12,  where this inequality is verified for an illustrative example). Unlike [13] , where mainly dissipative-form ISS Lyapunov functions are used and, because of that, the necessity of small-gain conditions is only shown for networks that admit the global Kboundedness assumption with a linear κ 1 in (2), no limitation on growth rate of the function κ 1 is required in our work. Our result is obtained by using a max-form ISS Lyapunov function and the equivalence of this form of Lyapunov functions with the two other forms provided by Theorem 7.
In the proof of Theorem 11, the choice of taking W i (ξ i ) := μ i ω(ξ i ) extends the ideas of [12] , [13] , and [16] , where the authors show that any scaled norm satisfies a particular finitestep decay condition under a suitable condition such as (18) . Whereas many former Lyapunov-based small-gain results require the knowledge of given ISS Lyapunov functions for each subsystem, Theorem 11 proposes a systematic approach to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 10 by setting W i (ξ) := μ i ω i (ξ i ) and iterating the dynamics until (14) and (15) hold.
Note that, in particular, this approach extends the nonconservative small-gain results given in [12] and [13] to the case of ISS with respect to a measurement function ω. In [13] , the authors state a sufficient small-gain result that was shown to be also necessary for the class of exponentially input-to-state stable systems, which are ISS systems satisfying (3) with β(s, t) = Cτ t s with C ≥ 1 and τ ∈ (0, 1). This class of systems is included in Theorem 11 as any exponentially ISS system satisfies (18) (see [12, Th. IV.8(i)]). However, we emphasize that Theorem 11 is applicable to a larger class than the class of exponentially ISS systems. This observation is made explicit in the following example.
Example 12: Inspired by [16, Example 16] , we consider the discrete-time system
with state x(k) ∈ R 2 , input u(k) ∈ R and continuous dynamics g :
As the measurement function ω, we consider the sup-norm ω(ξ) := |ξ| ∞ = max{|ξ 1 |, |ξ 2 |}; hence, in this case, ωISS reduces to ISS. Then, we get, for all ξ ∈ R 2 and all μ ∈ R,
with κ 1 (s) := max{s − s 2 , 1 2 s} and κ 2 (s) := s. This shows that g defined in (23) is globally K-bounded.
Next, we will show that system (22) is ISS by applying Theorem 10. To this end, we consider system (22) decomposed into the subsystems
Then, for all ξ ∈ R 2 and all μ ∈ R, we have W 1 (g 1 (ξ, μ)) = max{ξ 2 − ξ 2 2 , 1 2 ξ 2 , μ} ≤ max{|ξ 2 | − ξ 2 2 , 1 2 |ξ 2 |, |μ|} which yields the estimate (14) with M = 1 and gain functions γ 11 ≡ 0, γ 12 (s) = max{s − s 2 , 1 2 s} and γ 1u (s) = s. Similarly, (14) holds for the second subsystem with M = 1 and gain functions γ 21 (s) = max{s − s 2 , 1 2 s}, γ 22 ≡ 0 and γ 2u (s) = s. As γ 12 • γ 21 < id, the small-gain condition (15) holds, and Theorem 10 implies that system (22) is ISS.
It is not surprising that we could satisfy the conditions of Theorem 10 with the choice W i (ξ i ) = |ξ i |. This comes from the fact that also the conditions of Theorem 11 are satisfied. To see this, consider the function V :
Moreover, it is easy to see that
for all ξ ∈ R 2 and all μ ∈ R with α max (s) := max{s − s 2 , 1 2 s} and γ max (s) := s for all s ∈ R ≥0 . Clearly, α max < id. Hence, V is a max-form ISS Lyapunov function. Observe that we can set c = 1 in (19) , which implies that (18) holds for all s > 0 and all M ≥ 1. As all conditions in Theorem 11 are satisfied, the choice of W i (ξ i ) = |ξ i | has to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 10 for a suitably large M ∈ N, which, in this example, can even be taken as M = 1.
Finally, we will show that system (22) is not exponentially ISS, i.e., there do not exist C ≥ 1, τ ∈ (0, 1) satisfying ω(x(k, ξ, u(·))) ≤ max{Cτ k ω(ξ), γ max ( u )} for all k ∈ N, ξ ∈ R 2 and u ∈ ∞ . To see this, let u(·) ≡ 0 and observe that for all k ∈ N and all ξ ∈ R 2 ≥0 it holds ω(x(k, ξ, 0)) = ω(g k (ξ, 0)) = α k max (ω(ξ)). As i.e., the decay rate of any solution approaches 1, the system
cannot have a globally exponentially stable origin, and thus, system (22) cannot be exponentially ISS.
V. APPLICATIONS
We verify the versatility of our results by reformulating several engineering and scientific problems including partial stability theory, ISS for time-varying systems, synchronization problems, incremental stability, and distributed observers as ωISS of networks.
A. Partial ISS for Interconnected Systems
Consider the following nonlinear system:
with the state x 1 (k) ∈ R n 1 , x 2 (k) ∈ R n 2 and the input u(k) ∈ R m . We refer to x 1 and x 2 as the primary variable and the auxiliary variable, respectively. Similarly, we also, respectively, call (24a) and (24b) the primary subsystem and the auxiliary subsystem. Denote x := (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R n with n := n 1 + n 2 . Also, let g i : R n 1 × R n 2 × R m → R n i for i = 1, 2 be continuous and g 1 (0, x 2 , 0) = 0 for all x 2 ∈ R n 2 . Roughly speaking, by the notion of partial ISS, we mean ISS of the primary subsystem (24a) with respect to the input u, while the auxiliary subsystem (24b) is not required to be stable. Here, we precisely define the notion we refer to as partial ISS.
Definition 13: System (24) is uniformly input-to-x 1 -state stable if there exist β ∈ KL and γ ∈ K such that for all ξ ∈ R n , all u ∈ ∞ and all k ∈ Z ≥0 we have
In other words, uniform input-to-x 1 -state stability is ωISS with respect to the measurement function ω(x 1 , x 2 ) = |x 1 |.
When g := (g 1 , g 2 ) in (24) is globally K-bounded, Theorem 7 ensures that the uniform input-to-x 1 -state stability is equivalent to the existence of a continuous function V : R n 1 → R ≥0 , some integer M > 0, functions α, α ∈ K ∞ , γ ∈ K, and α ∈ K ∞ with α < id such that for all ξ 1 ∈ R n 1 , ξ 2 ∈ R n 2 and all u ∈ ∞ ,
Obviously, the zero level set of V is not compact, but closed.
Remark 14: While this paper concentrates on time-invariant systems, our results can be applied to time-varying systems by transforming the time-varying system into a time-invariant one of the form (24) . To see this, consider the following time-varying system:
where x(k) ∈ R n , u(k) ∈ R m and g : Z × R n × R m → R n is continuous. Let us transform (25) into
In terms of partial ISS, system (26) is of the form (24) with the primary variable x 1 = x and the auxiliary variable x 2 := z; thus, Theorem 7 can be applied with a right choice of measurement function ω with respect to x. This gives the discrete-time counterpart of results in [31] , where relations between partial stability and stability theory for time-varying continuous-time systems have been addressed. Now, assume that system (24) can be decomposed into interconnected subsystems as follows:
x 1i (k + 1)=g 1i (x 11 (k), . . . , x 1 (k), x 21 (k), . . . , x 2 (k), u(k)) (27a)
x 2i (k + 1)=g 2i (x 11 (k), . . . , x 1 (k), x 21 (k), . . . , x 2 (k), u(k))
with the state x 1i (k) ∈ R n 1 i , x 2i (k) ∈ R n 2 i and the input u(k) ∈ R m . Denote x i := (x i1 , . . . , x i ) ∈ R n i for i = 1, 2 with n i := j =1 n ij . Also, let g 1i : R n 1 × R n 2 × R m → R n 1 i and g 2i : R n 1 × R n 2 × R m → R n 2 i be continuous with g i1 (0, x 2 , 0) = 0 for all x 2 ∈ R n 2 . Denote x i := (x 1i , x 2i ) and g i := (g 1i , g 2i ). To enable the stability analysis of the composite system, we make the following assumption. Assumption 15: Suppose that for each subsystem (27) , there exist W i :
and M > 0 such that for all (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) ∈ R n 1 × R n 2 and all u ∈ ∞ , the following hold:
and assume that the functions γ ij also satisfy (15) . It follows from Theorem 10 that under Assumption 15, system (27) is uniformly input-to-x 1 -state stable. This is summarized by the following corollary.
Corollary 16: Let Assumption 15 hold. Also, let g i in (27) for i = 1, . . . , be globally K-bounded. Then, system (27) is uniformly input-to-x 1 -state stable.
As an application of Corollary 16, we give an example of synchronization of oscillator networks. Consider the dynamics of a network of oscillators described by
where the state z i ∈ R p and N i denotes the neighbors of node i.
The continuous function f i : R p → R p represents the dynamics of each uncoupled node, Υ ∈ R p×p is a constant matrix describing the type of the coupling, and a ij ∈ R with a ij = a j i represents the weighting of coupling on each link of a network. The coupling functions ψ ij : R p × R n 1 → R n 1 are continuous with ψ ij (x, y) = −ψ j i (y, x) for all (x, y) ∈ R p × R p and determine the law of interaction between node i and node j. Synchronization is typically analyzed by finding a reference trajectory r(k) and determining if z i (k) → r(k). A common reference trajectory is the system average z = 1 i=1 z i . In this case, each state z i is compared to the system average [32] , using e i = z i − z.
If each e i → 0, then the system synchronizes. In that way, the average and error dynamics are given by
z(k + 1) = 1 j =1 f j (z + e j ) =: g 2 (e 1 , . . . , e , z). (29b)
In terms of partial ISS of interconnected systems, the average z acts as the auxiliary variable x 2 (i.e., x 2 = z), the error state e i is the primary variable corresponding to node i (i.e., x 1i = e i ), and u ≡ 0. Given x 21 = z, for instance, system (29) is of the form (27) ; thus, Corollary 16 can be used to guarantee the synchronization of the oscillator network (28) .
B. Incrementally Stable Interconnected Systems
Consider dynamical systems of the following form:
x(k + 1) = g x(k) (30) where x(k) ∈ R n is the state and g : R n → R n is continuous. For any initial value ξ ∈ R n , x(·, ξ) denotes the corresponding solution to (30) . We give a definition of asymptotic incremental stability for discrete-time systems, which is borrowed from [33] and [34] . Definition 17: System (30) is globally incrementally asymptotically stable if there exists β ∈ KL such that
holds for all ξ, ζ ∈ R n and k ∈ Z ≥0 .
As in [27] , the notion of incremental stability can be reformulated into asymptotic stability with respect to a measurement function in the following manner. Associated with (30) is the augmented system
where (31) is formed by two copies of the original system (30) . Given the diagonal set Δ :
In [27, Lemma 1] , it is shown that 1 √ 2 |ξ − ζ| is the Euclidean distance of the point (ξ, ζ) to Δ. Hence, it follows that GAS of (31) with respect to the measurement function ω is equivalent to incremental stability of (30) . Thus, a Lyapunov characterization for incremental stability of (30) is provided via Theorem 7. The following corollary recovers parts of [33, Th. 5] .
Corollary 18: System (30) is incrementally stable if and only if there exist a continuous function V : R n × R n → R ≥0 , M > 0 and functions α, α ∈ K ∞ with α < id such that for all ξ, ζ ∈ R n α |ξ − ζ| ≤ V (ξ, ζ) ≤ α |ξ − ζ| and each solution to (31) satisfies
Now, let us split system (30) into subsystems
where x i (k) ∈ R n i , x = (x 1 , . . . , x ), g = (g 1 , . . . , g ). Theorem 10 allows us to conclude incremental stability of system (30) if it is an interconnection of systems (32) .
Corollary 19: Assume that there exists an M > 0 and for each subsystem (32) , there exists a continuous function (15) such that for all ξ i , ζ i ∈ R n i ,
Then, system (30) is globally incrementally asymptotically stable.
C. Distributed Observers
We consider the problem of constructing distributed observers for networks of interconnected control systems. For simplicity, we will exclude external inputs to the network from our considerations, and we will also focus on the network interconnection aspect, rather than discussing the construction of individual local observers (the interested reader is referred to [35] - [39] for observer theory).
Our basic assumption is that in a network context, we have local observers of local subsystems. We assume that the states of these local observers asymptotically converge to the true state of each subsystem, given perfect information of the true states of neighboring subsystems.
Of course, such information will be unavailable in practice, and instead, each local observer will at best have the state estimates produced by other neighboring observers available for its operation.
We model this as follows using the concept of ωISS of networks introduced earlier.
1) Distributed System to be Observed: The distributed nominal system consists of interconnected subsystems
where N i ⊂ {1, . . . , } denotes the set of neighboring subsystems to subsystem Σ i , which influence directly the dynamics of subsystem Σ i . While x i ∈ R n i is the state of system Σ i , the quantity y i ∈ R p i (for some p i ∈ N) is the output that can be measured locally and serve as input for a state observer. As usual, we assume f i : R n i × j ∈N i R n j → R n i and h i : R n i × j ∈N i R n j → R p i are both continuous. The fact that states (instead of outputs) of neighboring systems are inputs to system Σ i is no restriction, as the respective output maps can be absorbed into f i .
2) Structure of the Distributed Observers: A local observer O i for system Σ i would have access to y i and produce an estimatê x i of x i at every time step. In order to do this and essentially to reproduce the dynamics (33), however, it also needs to know x j , for all j ∈ N i . Access to this kind of information is very unrealistic, so, instead, we assume that at least it knows the estimatesx j for j ∈ N j produced by neighboring observers. This basically means our observer satisfies
for some appropriate functionf i , which we assume to be continuous. Necessarily, the observers are coupled in the same directional sense as the original distributed subsystems. Based on the smallgain theory introduced above, this leads us to a framework for the design of distributed observers that guarantees that interconnections of distributed observers asymptotically track the true system state. Thus, we consider the composite system given by
3) Consistency Framework for the Design of Distributed Observers: We reformulate the design of the distributed observer O = (O 1 , . . . , O ) for the distributed system Σ = (Σ 1 , . . . , Σ ) into ωISS of networks with
It should be pointed out that, in view of stability with respect to sets, (36) can be written as ω(x,x) = |z| A , A = {z ∈ R 2n :
x =x, z = (x,x)}, where the set A is not compact, but closed.
According to (36) , we make the following assumption, which implies a stability estimate for each subsystem of the composite system (35) : There exist a continuous function W i :
and for all ξ, ζ ∈ R n
x 1 (k + 1)
wherex i (M, ζ, ξ) denotes the ith component of the solution to O with the initial value (ζ, ξ) ∈ R 2n . In view of (13) and (37), we note that the corresponding measurement function of each subsystem of the composite system (35) is given by ω i (ξ i , ζ i ) = |ζ i − ξ i | for all i = 1, . . . , .
We pose the result of this section as a theorem; however, the proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 10 and thus omitted.
Theorem 20: Consider a distributed system consisting of subsystems Σ i given by (33) , i = 1, . . . , . Assume for each system there exists a local observer of the form (34) . Let each observer satisfy (37) . If the functions γ ij from (38) satisfy the small-gain condition (15) , then the distributed observer given by O globally asymptotically tracks the state of the distributed system Σ in the sense that there exists β ∈ KL so that
for all k ≥ 0 and any initial values ζ, ξ ∈ R n .
D. NONNORM MEASUREMENT FUNCTION
The examples given so far always used measurement functions that were defined using norms. Here, we briefly present an example where the measurement function is different. Consider the system given in (39) , where x 1 (k), x 2 (k) ∈ R and tan −1 (·) is the inverse tangent function. It can be shown that any solution to system (39) asymptotically converges to the set A := {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 |x 1 = 0, x 2 ≤ 0}. Given r := x 2 1 + x 2 2 and θ := tan −1 (x 2 /x 1 ), the system can be rewritten as r(k + 1) = r(k) + 1 + sin(θ(k)) θ(k + 1) = 1 4 (1 + sin(θ(k))) + θ(k).
The stability property of system (39) can then be expressed in the new coordinates (40) as stability with respect to the measurement function ω(r, θ) = 1 + sin(θ).
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have provided nonconservative small-gain conditions ensuring ωISS (ISS with respect to closed sets) for a network of discrete-time systems. Toward this end, we first introduced a characterization of ωISS via finite-step ωISS Lyapunov functions. This characterization was then used to derive suitable small-gain conditions proving ωISS of the network by constructing a suitable finite-step ωISS Lyapunov function for the overall system. Necessity of these small-gain conditions was proven for a large class of systems. We eventually presented several applications of our results including partial ISS, ISS for time-varying systems, synchronization problems, incremental stability, and distributed observers.
A relevant question arising from this paper regards how much of this theory carries over into the continuous-time domain. Originally, the finite-step (or rather finite-"time") approach proposed by Aeyels and Peuteman [15] was formulated for continuous-time systems, but without using the term finite-step. Accordingly, many results of the finite-step approach in discrete time can, in principle, also be derived similarly in continuous time. For instance, compare the construction of Lyapunov functions via the finite-step approach in [16] (discrete time) and [40] (continuous time). However, there are several challenges associated with this. The first one is that there is no obvious notion of steps in continuous-time systems, so a finite-step Lyapunov function is not a very natural concept in the continuous-time domain. Whereas in discrete time the computation of solutions boils down to iterating the dynamics map, in continuous time to even compute the state of a node in a network an epsilon ahead, current states of all nodes in the network need to be known, unless the network is of a very specific structure. Higher order derivatives of a single (or vector) Lyapunov function may seem like a canonical counterpart of finite-step Lyapunov functions, and indeed, they have been considered in stability theory [41] , but the aforementioned problem remains, so that the effective decoupling of sparse yet cyclic networks is not achieved via these functions. Another approach could be to consider the sampled-data system corresponding to the continuous-time system [42] , and then to apply the theory presented here to the resulting discrete-time systems. An obvious problem with that is, of course, that forward completeness of continuous-time systems, unlike the discrete-time case, is generally not given, which adds further obstacles to this possible pathway for an extension.
APPENDIX
The global K-boundedness can be seen as a worst-case estimate of the measurement update ω (g(ξ, μ) ) compared to the measurement state ω(ξ) and the norm of the input |μ|. In the proof of Theorem 7, we need such a worst-case estimate for a finite-step evolution. The following lemma extends [13, Lemma A.3] to the case of a single measure.
Lemma 21: Let system (1) be globally K-bounded with respect to the measurement function ω. Then, for any j ∈ N, there exist K-functions ϑ j , ζ j such that for all ξ ∈ R n and all u(·) ∈ ∞ , we have ω x j, ξ, u(·) ≤ ϑ j ω(ξ) + ζ j ( u ).
Proof: The proof follows the lines of [13, Lemma A.3] and is thus only sketched. Here, we only give the induction step. Assume that the statement of Lemma 21 holds true for some j ∈ N, i.e., there exist functions ϑ j , ζ j ∈ K satisfying (41) . Then, with κ 1 , κ 2 ∈ K coming from Definition 2, we have ω(x(j + 1, ξ, u(·))) = ω(g(x(j, ξ, u(·))), u(j)) ≤ κ 1 (ω(x(j, ξ, u(·)))) + κ 2 ( u ) ≤ κ 1 (ϑ j (ω(ξ)) + ζ j ( u )) + κ 2 ( u ) ≤ κ 1 (2ϑ j (ω(ξ))) + κ 1 (2ζ j ( u )) + κ 2 ( u ) which shows (41) for j + 1 with functions ϑ j +1 (·) = κ 1 (2ϑ j (·)) and ζ j +1 (·) = κ 1 (2ζ j (·)) + κ 2 (·).
